
County Commissioners 
 
Rationale Response  
For Park Place, Eighth Ave E., Royal Manor, and Silvergate.  
 

A. North Dakota statute (N.D.C.C. 57-02-04)1 This code section just defines the property as 
real property 

B. North Dakota statute (N.D.C.C. 57-02-01 (15.))2  "True and full value" means the value 
determined by considering the earning or productive capacity, if any, the market value, if any, 
and all other matters that affect the actual value of the property to be assessed.  

Clarified by State Tax Guideline. The Standard for assessments is true and full fair value or 
market value for residential and commercial property. I read this as it has to be corrected to its 
market value, there is no exception.  

C. Below are the assessor’s after inspection values and what the City BOE approved for 
2018 values. According the appraisers’ appraisals there is very little difference between 
2017 and 2018 values.  
 

2018 Assessments Assessor's After Inspection Values 
and Approved City BOE Values  

Park Place  $                  431,400 
Eighth Ave  $                  794,800 
Royal Manor  $                  920,300 
Silvergate  $                  797,700 

 
D. Not all properties in a class such as apartments are affected equally or evenly when a 

real estate market experiences an economic down turn or bust as shown by my 
properties’ true market values. Royal Manor requires just a 20.38% correction, while 
Century requires a 60.05% correction according to the appraised values.  Thus, declines 
in value due to declines in income and economic conditions cannot be corrected for by 
applying a depreciation or obsolescence factor to a class of properties. To do so would 
assume that every property in the class is affected the same, but that is clearly not the 
case as demonstrated by my properties. Thus, it is arbitrary and capricious to treat them 
the same because each has been affected differently based on income. That is why the 
Century Code in its True and Full Value definition states: “…the value determined by 
considering the earning or productive capacity, if any..”  It is also why the State Board of 
Equalization said in their 2018 findings of my appeals that “income and sales were most 
relevant.” It is also why every appraisal submitted to the State Board of Equalization in 
2017 included the statement that the Cost Approach does not apply. The assessor is 
automatically arbitrary and capricious because neither he nor his system corrects for 
individual property variances in income as per the code. As he said, “he doesn’t use 
income.”  
 



E. For the City to conclude that I did not provide sufficient information that my 
assessments are in error is in itself evidence that their decisions are arbitrary and 
capricious. Because to reach such a conclusion they would have had to conclude that all 
the following professional people and companies are wrong about my assessments. We 
will start with Joe Ibach (Who they just hired) is wrong, that Mr. Kost is wrong, that Mr. 
Greenlee is wrong, that Mr. Kaschmitter is wrong, that Wells Fargo Bank is wrong, that 
Mr. Hopfauf is wrong, that Dakota Community Bank is wrong, that West Plains realty is 
wrong, and that Bauer Property management is wrong.  Clearly, the City must have an 
ulterior motive in reaching the decisions they did because there is just no way any 
reasonable person would or could believe all these professional people and companies 
are wrong about my assessments and only the assessor is right.    
 

 
 
Rationale Response  
Century Apartments 
 

1. Below are the assessor’s after inspection values and what the City BOE approved for 
2018 values. According the appraisers’ there is very little difference between 2017 and 
2018 values.  
 

2018 Assessments Assessor's After Inspection Values 
and Approved City BOE Values  

Century $6,499,000 
 

2. What is most interesting is that Commission Steiner started to use $50,000/unit for 
Century, which would have been $6,000,000 for his value, but instead changed to an 
arbitrary, out of thin air, $10,000/unit reduction or a $1,200,000 reduction based on no 
evidence or data presented for a value of $7,560,800. That value is totally arbitrary and 
capricious and has no foundation and should be corrected.  The State assessed Century 
at $5,129,000 for 2018, Joe Ibach’s appraisals is $3,500,000 for February 1,2017.   
 

3. Note: I have challenged the State’s value because it appears, they made a couple of 
math errors, 5.9 GIM times their effective gross income $728,800 does not equal 
$5,245,100, but it does equal $4,299,920. Also, to get their value they calculated 
Century had over $400,000 NOI, but in fact, it has just $60,311 NOI. The State replied 
that it is “too late” and to correct it I will have to apply for a 2018 abatement, not 
acknowledging any error. I believe had the State’s staff used a more appropriate 
expense factor and/or a more market value cap rate (loaded 9.23) or done their math 
more correctly they may have come in closer to Mr. Ibach’s value as anyone of those 
corrections would have put it in line with Mr. Ibach’s appraisal.   

 



4. Not all properties in a class such as “apartments” are affected equally or evenly when a 
real estate market experiences an economic down turn or bust as shown by my 
properties true market values. Royal Manor requires just a 20.38% correction, while 
Century requires a 60.05% correction according to the appraised values.  Thus, a decline 
in value due to a decline in income and economic conditions cannot be corrected for by 
applying a depreciation or obsolescence percentage to a class of properties. That would 
assume that every property in the class is affected the same, but they are not! Thus, it is 
arbitrary and capricious to do so. That is why the Century Code in its True and Full Value 
definition states “the value determined by considering the earing or productive 
capacity, if any..”  It is also why the State Board of Equalization in 2018 said in their 
finding of my appeals that “income and sales were most relevant.” It is also why every 
appraisal submitted to the State Board of Equalization in 2017 included the statement 
that the Cost Approach does not apply. The assessor is automatically arbitrary and 
capricious because neither he nor his system correct for individual property variances in 
income. As he said, “he doesn’t use income.”  
 

5. For the City to conclude that I did not provide sufficient information that my 
assessments are in error is in itself evidence that their decisions are arbitrary and 
capricious. To reach their conclusion they would have had to conclude that Joe Ibach 
(Who they just hired) is wrong, that Mr. Kost is wrong, that Mr. Greenlee is wrong, that 
Mr. Kaschmitter is wrong, that Wells Fargo Bank is wrong, that Mr. Hopfauf is wrong, 
that Dakota Community Bank is wrong, that West Plains realty is wrong, and that Bauer 
Property management is wrong.  Clearly, the City must have an ulterior motive in 
reaching the decisions they did because there is just no way any reasonable person 
would believe all these professional people are wrong and only the assessor is right, 
especially when he provided no proof his values were market value based on income 
and sales. 
 

6. Also, see the last 3 minutes of the short video  https://youtu.be/43VFCmgK6Pw  which is taken 
from the City Board of Equalization meeting. They all agreed my properties were over 
assessed but now the claim they are not??? Just not honest!    
 

7. 57-12-01.1. Spot checks of real property. 
a. Prior to the annual meeting of the county board of equalization, the 

board of county commissioners of each county within this state shall 
provide for spot checks upon property within each county to properly 
verify the accuracy of the real property listings and valuations.     

 

b. The board of county commissioners may select such persons or 
agencies as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this section 
and provide for their compensation. 

 



 
8. 57-12-05. Requirements to be followed in equalization of individual 

assessments.  
 

a. The valuation of each tract or lot of real property which, in the opinion 
of the board, is returned above its true and full value must be reduced 
to such sum as is believed to be the true and full value thereof.    

 

9. 57-12-05. Requirements to be followed in equalization of individual 
assessments.  
 

a. The county board of equalization may not reduce any such assessment 
unless the owner of the property or the person to whom it was 
assessed first appeals to the county board of equalization, either by 
appearing personally or by a representative before the board or by 
mail or other communication to the board, in which the owner's 
reasons for asking for the reduction are made known to the board. The 
proceedings of the board shall show the manner in which the appeal 
was made known to the board and the reasons for granting any 
reduction in any such assessment.   

 
 


